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Norfolk-Knotty Alder
Vanilla W/Umber Highlights
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Add polish and organization to your kitchen space. Walk in pantries,
 posts, accent colors and china doors can add your personal design.
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Seneca-Cherry-Chestnut and Seneca-Paint Grade Maple-Vanilla
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Seneca-Pearl W/Smoke Highlights-Paint Grade Maple and the Island is Stone-Rustic Beech
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Vicksburg-Knotty Alder-Briarwood 
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Hastings-Paint Grade Maple-White W/Ebony Highlights & Orleans Molded-Birch-Java
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Seneca-Cherry-Burgundy
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Norfolk-Rustic Beech-Chestnut and Rustic Beech-Beaded Panels-Black
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Other Rooms

Every room in your home can be as beautiful and unique as your kitchen
Our hand crafted cabinetry will enhance your media room, home office, bathroom, closet, entertainment 
center, living room, bar area, entry way or any area in your home. Make a lasting impression throughout 

your home as your family and friends gather together to create memories.
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   Endless 
                Possibilities
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Seneca-Paint Grade Maple-Pearl W/Umber Highlights and Seneca-Birch-Chestnut
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Warm inviting spaces are a nice welcome for friends and family
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Seneca-Hickory-Briarwood W/Black Accent
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Vicksburg-Paint Grade Maple-White W/Ebony Highlights
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Westbrook-Cherry-Brandy W/Black Glaze
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Westbrook-Birch-Briarwood W/Chocolate Glaze
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Seneca-Birch-Chestnut W/Black Glaze  and Birch-Burgundy
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Westbrook-Birch-Pearl W/Umber Highlight  and Birch-Chestnut W/Black Accent

Appliance panels, oven cabinets, corner cabinets
and umber highlights on the kitchen cabinets add to the

beauty and personality of this kitchen.
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Seneca-Rustic Beech-Briarwood W/Black Glaze

Chateau & Seneca-Rustic Beech-Sienna
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The Quality and 
Beauty of 

Hand Crafted 
Furniture
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Seneca-Cherry-Briarwood and Paint Grade Maple-Vanilla
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Chateau-Birch
Brandy

Hastings-Rustic Beech
Sienna-Black Accent

Seneca-Dist Rustic Cherry
Briarwood

Norfolk-Beech
Chestnut

RAISED PANEL
DOORS 

5/8” Solid raised panel 
doors add dimension 
and elegance to your 

kitchen. Highlights and 
glazed finishes will add 
detail and uniqueness.

Augusta-Hickory
Briarwood

Liberty-Rift Oak
Mocha

Heritage-Red Oak
Burgundy

Prairie-Red Oak
Golden

Savannah-Hickory
Natural

FLAT PANEL DOORS
The 1/4” flat panel door creates a sleek, clean, 

design. This door style can offer you the traditional
 or contemporary style you are looking for.
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Aspen-Beech
Golden

Charleston-Rustic Hickory
Chestnut

Centennial-Oak
Acorn

REVERSE RAISED 
PANEL DOORS
Combines the sleek,
clean lines of the flat

 panel with a  3/8” solid 
raised panel on the 

back side of the door.

Gettysburg-Hickory
Cinnamon

Madison-Rustic Beech
Sienna-Black Accent

Orleans-Maple
White

Vicksburg-Birch
Golden

Sheridan-Rustic Hickory
Chestnut

DRAWER FRONTS

Standard Drawer Front 5 Piece Front - Upgrade

Some doors are not offered in all species or finishes. Please  visit with your dealer for more information.
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MITER DOORS

Ridgegate-Birch-Oyster
W/Ebony Highlight

Legacy & Westbrook Front Ridgegate & Royale Front

Covington-Birch-Java

Covington Drawer Front Royale-Birch-Golden
W/Pencil Glaze

Legacy-Cherry-Mocha

Westbrook-Birch-Brandy

Vicksburg Molded
Rustic Birch

Sienna W/Black Accent

70/30 Split-Charleston
Rift Oak

Briarwood

30/70 Split-Charleston
Rustic Oak-Natural
Mullion top section

30/70 Split-Orleans
Dist Rustic Cherry

Sienna

MOLDED OPTIONCUSTOM SPLIT DOORS
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Seneca-Black

Seneca-Cocoa Seneca-Pearl

Painted cabinets can 
add personality 

and charm 
to your home. 

CUSTOM
CHINA &
MULLION 

DOORS

Mullion Door-CinnamonPrinceton Door-Black Prairie Mullion Door-Java

FINISH OPTIONS                           PAINTS

Some doors are not offered in all species or finishes. Please  visit with your dealer for more information.  

Designed to have glass 
installed, these doors 

are often used on 
cabinets with 

finished interiors.

Vicksburg-White

Seneca-Oyster-Ebony Highlights

Seneca-Fog Aspen-Vanilla

China Door-Cinnamon
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RUB THROUGH  DISTRESSING

HIGHLIGHTS

GLAZING

White W/GingerWhite W/Smoke

Oyster W/Ebony

DISTRESSING:
Our distressing technique creates 
a unique look with cracks, dents,  
nicks,  and wormholes, giving the 
appearance  of aged wood.

GLAZING AND HIGHLIGHTS:
Hand applied by our craftsmen to give 
depth, &  highlight the molding used. 
Creates an antique appearance. 
Available in black or brown.

Black Accent Glaze Chocolate Accent Glaze

FINISH OPTIONS

RUB THROUGH:
Allows the natural wood color to show 
through the finish or paint.

Pencil Glaze

PENCIL GLAZING

Pearl W/Umber
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Doors made with rustic woods may have knots, mineral marks, 
blemishes, and character spots. The amount of characteristics are 
random so no two doors will be  exactly the same, making it a unique 
and beautiful product. There is no minimum or maximum amount 
of characteristics in a door.

RUSTIC WOODS

Wormholes Knots Mineral Streaks

DOOR AND DRAWER OVERLAY OPTIONS 

The term “overlay” refers to the amount the cabinet door (and drawer front) overlays (or hangs
over) the cabinet frame opening. Koch frames are typically 1 3/4" wide and two overlay options are 

available. Our standard overlay generally covers 1/2" of the frame, leaving 1 1/4" of the frame exposed.
The Mod-Full overlay option will generally cover 1 1/2" of the frame, leaving 1/4" of the frame exposed. 

Note: There will be some exceptions with certain cabinets. Check with your dealer for more information.

Modified Full Overlay Standard Overlay



Some kitchens may show custom personal design options that were offered by dealers.

Seneca and Chateau
Rustic Beech-GoldenProudly Made in the U.S.A.

2015


